We study source-to-sink excitation transport on carbon nanotubes using the concept of quantum walks. In particular, we focus on transport properties of Grover coined quantum walks on ideal and percolation perturbed nanotubes with zig-zag and armchair chiralities. Using analytic and numerical methods we identify how geometric properties of nanotubes and different types of a sink altogether control the structure of trapped states and, as a result, the overall source-to-sink transport efficiency. It is shown that chirality of nanotubes splits behavior of the transport efficiency into a few typically well separated quantitative branches. Based on that we uncover interesting quantum transport phenomena, e.g. increasing the length of the tube can enhance the transport and the highest transport efficiency is achieved for the thinnest tube. We also demonstrate, that the transport efficiency of the quantum walk on ideal nanotubes may exhibit even oscillatory behavior dependent on length and chirality.
We study source-to-sink excitation transport on carbon nanotubes using the concept of quantum walks. In particular, we focus on transport properties of Grover coined quantum walks on ideal and percolation perturbed nanotubes with zig-zag and armchair chiralities. Using analytic and numerical methods we identify how geometric properties of nanotubes and different types of a sink altogether control the structure of trapped states and, as a result, the overall source-to-sink transport efficiency. It is shown that chirality of nanotubes splits behavior of the transport efficiency into a few typically well separated quantitative branches. Based on that we uncover interesting quantum transport phenomena, e.g. increasing the length of the tube can enhance the transport and the highest transport efficiency is achieved for the thinnest tube. We also demonstrate, that the transport efficiency of the quantum walk on ideal nanotubes may exhibit even oscillatory behavior dependent on length and chirality. Discrete coined quantum walks (CQWs) have become a standard tool in studying transport phenomena in the quantum domain [1] . Over the last two decades, quantum walker's behavior has been analyzed in the context of recurrence phenomena [2, 3] , state transfer [4, 5] , speed of wave packet propagation [6] , hitting times [7] , or e.g. topological phenomena [8] . Investigations, aiming first at the quantum walker on the line, have gradually broadened the scope of their interest to different graph geometries like e.g. cycles [6] , hypercubes [9, 10] , trees [11] , honeycombs [12, 13] , spidernets [14] or fractal structures [15] (for more see review [1] ).
Analysis of complex graph structures has revealed that if vertices with degree at least three are present, the walker's dynamics may exhibit localisation originating from the presence of so-called trapped states [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . They appear in various quantum systems and are known, in a different context, also as localized invariant or dark states [23] [24] [25] [26] . These are eigenstates of the given dynamics, whose support does not spread over the whole position space. Due to that, the initial states having overlap with the trapped states can not fully propagate through the medium and the efficiency of quantum transport may be significantly reduced [27, 28] .
On the other hand, trapped states were found to be fragile with respect to certain decoherence mechanisms arising in the presence of random external perturbations [29] . When the quantum walker moves on a changing graph whose edges are randomly and repeatedly closed and open again, we arrive at so-called dynamically percolated coined quantum walks (PCQWs) [30, 31] capable to destroy some trapped states of the original nonpercolated CQW [32] . Recently, it was shown how the underlying geometry of Grover PCQW controls the structure of walker's trapped states [33] . The detailed analytical recipe for constructing the basis has essentially contributed to identify interesting counterintuitive quantum transport phenomena [34] . In particular, study-ing Grover PCQWs on the ladder graph and Cayley trees demonstrated that by increasing the transport distance or adding redundant blind branches one can eventually enhance excitation source-to-sink quantum transport. Since all trapped states of PCQWs are trapped states of their non-percolated versions, these counterintuitive transport phenomena apply to CQWs as well.
FIG. 1: (color online) Schematic explanation of the chirality of nanotubes: the basis vectors (1, 0) and (0, 1), chirality vectors of two example tubes: (6, 0) chirality vector as a solid green arrow and (3, 3) vector as a dotted red arrow with the corresponding orthogonal vectors determining two basal length segments of tubes. Vertices contained in tubes are shown (identified by circles). Note that in the case of (n, 0) tubes we subsequently cut out the vertices of degree 1 (white) before using the structure for a quantum walk. Tube length scale is shown using the distance of neighboring nodes as the unit of length.
In this paper we explore transport properties of quantum walks on realistic carbon nanotube structures. Related to the above, we focus primarily on excitation source-to-sink quantum transport for Grover PCQWs and the analytically obtained findings are subsequently numerically checked for Grover CQWs. Recently, the speed of excitation transport for the Grover CQW on carbon nanotubes was numerically studied for one particular initial state, which is the only one that exhibits full source-to-sink transport [13] . Unfortunately, numerical simulations do not constitute an efficient tool for unravelling a delicate skein of different regimes of walker's behavior, when no analytical insight is available. Here we show that carbon nanotubes share a similar structure of trapped states with the ladder graph. Consequently, these nanotubes, despite their significantly higher complexity compared to the ladder, also exhibit the enhancement of the source-to-sink transport by extending the transport distance. Moreover, the shape of important trapped states attached to open nanotube ends is controlled by a characteristic structure parameter of carbon nanotubes -the chirality. This geometrical aspect of carbon nanotubes splits transport efficiency into different quantitative branches whose mutual gaps can be estimated even from these non-orthogonal trapped states. In PCQWs, the diameter of the tube further generates a subtle quantitative separation within these branches following the rule that thinner tubes exhibit a better transport. In CQWs this behavior is more complex but also here the thinnest nanotube shows the best transport. Moreover, due to a richer family of trapped states we can even identify oscillatory behavior of the overall transport efficiency for a certain type of the sink.
Let us introduce a general model of walker's dynamics refined for the case of carbon nanotubes. We adopt the definition of a coined quantum walk presented in [33] as it is able to capture simultaneously the complexity of carbon nanotube structures and random disturbances of the underlying medium (percolation).
A quantum walk is defined on a pair of finite graphs. The first undirected structure graph G(V, E) describes the geometry of the underlying walker's medium. The set of discrete vertices (nodes) V represents all possible walker's positions on the nanotube. The walker can travel among vertices in both directions along undirected edges from E. In our case the structure graph is a coiled strip of the honeycomb lattice. The way how we cut out the strip of the honeycomb lattice imprints basic shape to the carbon nanotube and it is given by the chirality vector (m, n), where m and n are positive integers. The numbers m and n are coefficients in a non-orthogonal basis defined on a honeycomb lattice as shown in figure 1 . The circumference of the tube is given by associating the beginning of the chirality vector with its end-point. The orthogonal vector represents the axial direction of the tube. For any chirality there is a basic length segment, which is repeated in the axial direction.
In this work we study transport properties for two distinct classes of nanotubes, namely (n, n) "armchair" tubes ( Fig. 2 (a) ) and (n, 0) "zig-zag" tubes ( Fig. 2  (b) ). Nevertheless, the general results are mostly valid for tubes with arbitrary chirality. The structures are generated using TubeGen 3.4 [35] . For the description of walker's state space and evolution we also introduce a directed state graph
). The set of vertices is the same as in the structure graph and we assign to each undirected edge
connecting the vertices in both directions. Therefore, each inner vertex of the state graph associated with the nanotube has three outgoing and three incoming directed edges. In order to make the whole state graph 3-regular, we add self-loops e l ∈ E 
is then associated with a base state of an orthonormal basis and represents the walker standing in the vertex v 1 and facing towards v 2 . Further, for every vertex v ∈ V we denote the vertexsubspace of states corresponding to edges beginning in v as H v . Again, see the example of the notation introduced above in Fig. 3 . The whole walker's Hilbert space H can be written as
Each step of discrete CQW evolution is realized by a subsequent application of three operators. First, the reflecting shift operator R (also called flip-flop) displaces the walker by swapping pairs of amplitudes corresponding to paired arcs R |(v 1 , v 2 ) = |(v 2 , v 1 ) and it leaves the amplitudes corresponding to self-loops unchanged. Then the Grover coin operator C acts locally in each vertex subspace as the Grover matrix
The simultaneous choice of the Grover coin and the reflecting shift operator results in a rich family of trapped For all of them we have three pairs of directed arcs a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 , c 1 and c 2 and additionally two self-loops α and β from the state graph. The Hilbert space of the corresponding walk is H = span(|a 1 , |a 2 , |b 1 , |b 2 , |c 1 , |c 2 , |α , |β , . . .) and e.g. the vertex subspace H v2 = span(|a 2 , |b 1 , |α ).
states of CQWs and PCQWs. Their general structure as well as the effect of the order of C and R is discussed in [33] . Finally, at the end of each step the part of the walker's wave function which reached the sink is taken away. Our aim is to study excitation transport from an initial region to a target region represented by the sink. For a given walk the sink is defined as a set of directed edges in the state graph and the span of the associated states constitutes the sink subspace H s . Note that this definition includes the setting with no edge in the sink set, which is referred as a quantum walk without sink. We introduce the projector onto the sink subspace Π Hs and its complement Π = I − Π Hs . Thus, each step is finished by a projective measurement of the walker's wave function on the complement of the sink subspace. Overall, one step of the CQW maps the walker from a state ρ(t) to the state
The PCQW incorporates into its dynamics the so called dynamical percolation [30] . In each its step a subset of open edges K ⊂ E is chosen randomly. Only those can be traversed by the walker. The remaining edges are closed in both directions. This results in a different reflecting shift operator R K for every configuration of open edges K. The arcs on closed edges are treated as loopstheir amplitudes are not swapped. As the actual configuration of open edges is not under control, the resulting step of the PCQW evolution takes into account all of them and reads
where π K denotes the probability distribution of these configurations. The evolution of CQWs and PCQWs is not, in general, trace preserving and p(t) = Tr (ρ(t)) expresses the probability of the walker being still away from the sink. In contrast to the classical random walk the quantum walker is able to avoid the sink indefinitely and we can quantify the overall ability of the quantum system to transport the excitation initiated in the state ρ(0) into the sink by asymptotic transport probability (ATP)
The complement p = 1 − q is the trapping probability. It is due to the presence of trapped states whose overlap with the walker's initial state determines the ATP [32, 33] . The structure of trapped states is determined not only by chosen nanotube parameters (its length and chirality) but also by the choice of the sink. Indeed, trapped states of CQWs or PCQWs with a sink are all trapped states of the corresponding quantum walk without sink, which additionally have zero overlap with the sink subspace. They are called sr-trapped states ("sinkresistant") to distinguish them from trapped states of the corresponding quantum walk without sink. A different choice of the sink results in a different selection of sr-trapped states from the set of trapped states.
Our intention is to study ATP for different choices of sink and initial state ρ(0). Similarly to the sink subspace we choose a subset of directed edges to define the initial subspace H i . Once the initial subspace H i is chosen, each walker's initial state has non-zero amplitudes only in the initial subspace. We primarily study ATP averaged over all possible initial states from a given initial subspace, which due to linearity can be expressed as q = q(ρ) with ρ being the maximally mixed state on the initial subspace. For convenience of the argument we place the tube vertically with the walker initiated at the bottom and the sink at the top. In order to obtain a representative picture of quantum transport on nanotubes we use two variants of the sink and initial subspaces. In the "one-vertex" variant ( Fig. 2 (b) ) the subspace coincides with the vertex subspace of one chosen end vertex, e.g. H i = H v2 = span(|a 2 , |b 1 , |α ) in Fig. 3 . The second is "loops" variant ( Fig. 2 (a) ), where the subspace is formed by all loop states at one end of the tube, e.g. H i = span(|α , |β , . . .) in Fig. 3 . Thus we consider that the walker can enter (leave) the tube either at one chosen bottom (top) vertex or via bottom (top) loops. These two variants define four different regimes of transport, which we refer to as vertex-to-vertex, vertexto-loops, loops-to-vertex, and loops-to-loops transport.
Let us analyze how the geometry parameters of nanotubes and different transport regimes of affect ATP behavior. This requires to construct basis of sr-trapped states for each investigated setting. To proceed, we exploit a general recipe given in [33] allowing to construct a basis of trapped states for the reflecting Grover percolated coined quantum walk on an arbitrary simple planar 3-regular state graph. All trapped states correspond to eigenvalue −1 and they form a subspace of the dimension N = 2#V − #E. A basis of this subspace can be constructed from four types of trapped states shown in . For detailed description of these states see [33] . The construction of the basis relies on faces, which are defined in planar graphs. A planar embedding of our tube can be obtained by first transforming it from a cylinder to a truncated cone by sufficiently extending the top end and then projecting it in the axial direction into the plane. The former top end now forms the so called outer face -the rest of the plane outside of the graph. Further, there are all the hexagonal faces and the last face originating from the bottom end of the tube. The "bottom" and "top" faces have 4n and 2n edges in (n, n) and (n, 0) tubes respectively and the number is even also for all other chiralities 1 . We find all faces of the planar embedding are even-edged. Therefore, to construct basis of trapped states we need only A-type and C-type states here.
According to the recipe we should first include into the basis one A-type state for every face of our graph (except the outer face) and add C-type states connecting one chosen and fixed loop to all the other loops by arbitrary connecting paths. Nevertheless, we can create a more convenient basis using different linear combinations of Ctype states in our particular case. We use C1-type states as shown in Fig. 5 (b) connecting all pairs of closest loops on ends of the tube except one on every end. Finally we add one C2-type "connecting state". One can see that for a tube with n loops on every end we just replace 2n − 1 1 The base vectors shown in Fig. 1 always connect vertices separated by two edges. Since the lattice is hexagonal, also any other path connecting the origin and the site given by the chirality vector consists of even number of edges. (Always, k edges can be replaced by 6 − k others in the path.) As the bottom and top faces originate from such paths, they have even number of faces regardless of the particular chirality vector.
FIG. 5:
The three types of trapped states needed for PCQWs on nanotube structures: (a) A-type states on even-edged faces (blue), (b) C1-type "short path" state (red) and C2-type "connecting path" state (green), and an additional A'-type eigenstate for non-percolated CQWs (purple) also in (b) all shown on a (6, 0) nanotube structure with two length segments.
trapped states with the same number ((n−1)+(n−1)+1) of others, which are linear combinations of the original ones. Note, the two left out C1-states and the loops in the connecting state can be chosen arbitrarily. When we choose trapped states we try to avoid their overlap with the sink as much as possible (one vertex sink). This simplifies the subsequent selection of sr-trapped states and their basis, which have zero overlap with the sink subspace as detailed in [33] . We can just remove the trapped states overlapping with the sink subspace. The obtained basis is typically non-orthogonal and has to be orthonormalized (possibly numerically). The trapping effect of A-type states is particularly well illustrated in vertex-to-loops and loops-to-loops transport regimes, in which the C2-type state is not srtrapped. Necessary orthonormalization of the A-type srtrapped states can make all of them overlapping with the initial state. Thus, if we extend the tube the ATP is pushed down slightly by new A-type trapped states. Nevertheless, the magnitude of this effect drops exponentially and ATP becomes constant as seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 .
On the other hand, in vertex-to-vertex and loops-tovertex transport regimes the C2-type state is sr-trapped and we may observe that the ATP actually increases with extension of the tube, see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . Surprisingly, the walker is more likely to traverse a longer tube than a shorter one. The explanation is surprisingly simple too. An extension of the tube stretches the C2-type state, increases its number of vector elements and due to normalization its overlap with the initial subspace decreases. The effect was already reported in CQWs and PCQWs on much simpler geometry of the ladder graph [34] . Here we show that the effect can be observed for the physically relevant, however more complex, structures of carbon nanotubes. Please note that in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 we depict the averaged ATP. In Fig. 10 we present the same effect, here with a significantly higher increase of ATP, for numerically obtained initial states maximizing ATP for each depicted setting. Moreover, Fig. 10 demonstrates also another interesting effect similar to the so called strong trapping effect [36] . Indeed, the presence of the C2-type trapped state in the loopsto-vertex transport regime excludes existence of an initial state exhibiting the complete transport. Yet, as the C2type trapped state recedes, the ATP approaches one for the maximal-transport states.
In the following we focus on geometric parameters of tubes, the chirality and the diameter, whose impact on transport properties of tubes has not been discussed yet. From all figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 one can see a clear quantitative splitting of the average ATP for tubes with chiralities (n, 0) and (n, n). Its explanation arises from the manner in which the chirality entirely controls the structure of C1-type trapped states and weakly also the structure of A-type trapped states. In particular, all the C1-type states in (n, 0) tubes have six alternating elements 1,-1 (see Fig. 5 ) and therefore are normalized by 1 √ 6 whereas half of C1-type states in (n, n) tubes have four and half of them has eight alternating elements 1,-1 properly normalized. Based on that we can roughly estimate the difference between aver- aged ATP of both chiralities. As an example we provide a reliable estimate for the loops-to-loops transport regime, for which the loops initial subspace has no overlap with A-type trapped states. Indeed, while for chirality (2n, 0) the averaged ATP can be estimated as q 1 ≈ 1− 2n ((1/(2n)(1/6 + 1/6)) = 2/3, for chirality (n, n) we obtain estimation q 2 ≈ 1 − 2n ((1/(2n)(1/4 + 1/8)) = 5/8. In words, all 2n loops contribute with the same overlap between the corresponding component of the maximally mixed state and two normalized C1-type trapped states attached to one loop.
From figures 6, 7, 8, and 9, it is also apparent that the average ATP slightly differs for different diameters of the tube and better transport is surprisingly achieved for thinner tubes. The effect is present in all studied transport regimes. It is due to the dominant feature that more trapped states are added with increasing diameter, which results in a higher trapping probability. However, this effect diminishes for large diameters, as these new trapped states have gradually very low overlaps with loops and vertex initial subspaces.
Let us now turn attention to (non-percolated) CQWs. We again stress that any trapped state of PCQW is a trapped state of the corresponding CQW. However, CQWs can have, in general, some additional trapped states. We briefly discuss their structure. First, for every A-type state in Fig. 5 (a) there is one more A'-type trapped state for the non-percolated walk corresponding to eigenvalue +1, whose vector elements corresponding to the same undirected edge have both values +1 and -1 as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . Second, for chiralities (2n, 0) there are also 4 additional trapped states for each eigenvalue λ = (1 − i √ 8)/3 and λ. Due to their degeneracy, we can choose their orthogonal basis in such a way that only the trapped state depicted in Fig. 11 and its conjugated state have nonzero overlap with the loop initial subspace. We denote both of them as bottom trapped states. Third, there are also additional trapped states which appear only for particular combinations of length and chirality of the tube. Their properties are not well understood yet. However, based on an extensive numerical analysis we conjecture that these trapped states have always non-zero overlap with the loop sink. It appears that in vertex-to-loops and loops-to-loops regimes these states are not sr-trapped and do not modify the ATP.
The presence of these additional trapped states further modifies transport properties we have found for PCQWs. First of all, ATP of the CQW is never higher then the ATP of the corresponding PCQW, which is known as environment assisted quantum transport [27, 32] . Moreover, in [13] authors investigated numerically how long it takes in CQW on a similar nanotube structure, till the walker, initiated in the equal superposition of base states from the vertex subspace, is fully transported to a sink. Our knowledge of trapped states for PCQWs shows that this is the only initial state orthogonal to all these trapped states. Thus, all other choices of the initial state result in nonzero trapping probability in PCQWs and thus also in CQWs.
In our case, all these additional trapped states are orthogonal to trapped states of PCQWs. Thus their contributions to the trapping probability is simply additive. Hence, the loops-to-loops transport regime is the least affected. The only contributing trapped states to the averaged ATP are the two bottom states for chiralities (2n, 0). Comparison of Fig. 12 with Fig. 7 demonstrates clearly that the averaged ATP of the CQW and PCQW is the same except for (2n, 0) chiralities. This difference between the averaged ATPs can be here evaluated exactly, analogously as in the previous case, using the explicit forms of bottom states. Their overlap with the maximally mixed state on the loops initial subspace is the same and altogether they form the difference in the averaged ATPs as 1/(2 · (2n)), which is in perfect agreement with data from both figures 12 and 7.
A very similar pattern can be observed in the averaged ATP for the CQW in the vertex-to-loops regime. However, as the vertex initial subspace has also overlap with A'-type trapped states, all the averaged ATPs are slightly shifted. On the other hand, we obtain a quite different picture for the CQW in the loops-to-vertex transport regime, see Fig. 13 . Since the loops initial subspace is orthogonal to the A'-type states, the ATP for CQW and PCQW coincides for some lengths of the tube with chiralities (2n + 1, 0). Sudden drops of the averaged ATP are caused by additional trapped states which appear only for some lengths and chiralities. As expected, for longer tubes the influence of these states on ATP decreases. In contrast, the averaged ATP for CQW on the tube with chirality (4, 0) does not exhibit oscillations. Due to the overlap of the loops initial subspace with bottom states the ATP is reduced, compared to the PCQW, regardless of the length of the tube. 13: (color online) The average ATP for both PCQW (circles) and CQW (squares) with one-vertex type sink and loops type initial state for (3, 0) (blue, solid line) and (4, 0) (orange, dashed line) tubes. Since we only present (n, 0) tubes, the length is measured in the number of basic length segments for clarity.
As can be seen from figures 12 and 13, for nonpercolated CQWs the systematic effects of increasing n and length are usually severely disrupted by the presence of additional trapped states. These mostly have significant impact on the ATP, if they are present for the particular choice of the structure parameters. However we can still observe some common features of ATP behavior related to the chirality. First, the highest averaged ATP is in all transport regimes obtained for the thinnest tube (3, 0) . Second, due to the absence of any additional trapped state, CQWs and PCQWs on tubes with armchair chirality (n, n) have the same ATP in loops-to-loops and vertex-to-loops transport regimes.
In conclusion, we have explored transport properties of Grover coined quantum walks (CQWs) and Grover percolated coined quantum walks (PCQWs) on carbon nanotubes with the armchair (n, n) and the zig-zag (n, 0) chirality. Using a general theory for trapped states of PCQWs on planar graphs, we have constructed a convenient basis allowing to uncover how individual geometric characteristics of nanotubes and different types of a sink affect the set of trapped states. Based on this we analyse the asymptotic transport probability (ATP) in dependence of the tube length and chirality for different types of source-to-sink transport regimes. With the analytical insight into the relation between geometric properties of nanotubes and their trapped states, we have found several interesting transport effects. In particular, it is shown for all the studied chiralities that the longer tubes can be surprisingly more efficient for the excitation transport then the shorter ones. In addition, the chirality of the tube is responsible for a quantitative splitting of the average ATP into two main branches, where tubes with the chirality (n, 0) show better transport then tubes with the chirality (n, n). We have shown that without a significant effort it is possible to provide a reliable estimate for the averaged ATP on tubes with different chiralities, based solely on a few trapped states having the highest overlap with the initial state. The diameter of tubes further generates a gentle separation for quantitative behavior of the averaged ATP. Quite generally, the thinner tubes exhibit better transport.
A numerical analysis performed for (non-peroclated) CQWs has revealed how a partly known structure of additional trapped states of CQWs further modifies a behavior of the ATP in comparison with PCQWs. It remains true that one can achieve better transport by increasing the length of the tube but for some chiralities this behavior is accompanied with gradually diminishing oscillations. Due to additional trapped states, which appear in CQWs only for some chiralities, the behavior of the averaged ATP splits into more quantitative branches, however, the thinnest tube exhibits the best transport. For a special transport regime we analytically calculated the difference between the averaged ATPs of PCQWs and CQWs.
Finally, let us point out, that we have investigated all phenomena mostly in terms of the averaged ATP. This allows us to make statements about the dominant behavior of the ATP irrespective of the walker's initial state. On the other hand, it also means that for special choices of the initial state these effects are significantly stronger.
